Treatment of trochanteric fractures of the femur: DHS or Gamma nail? - own experience.
Background. The aim of proximal femur fractures treatment, which mostly concerns geriatric population, is quick restore the patient's health status to the level from before accident. Surgical treatment with stable fracture reduction is the procedure of choice. It is achieved mostly with DHS screws or the Gamma nail. Material and methods. Our paper presents results of treatment with the Gamma nail of 206 patients with proximal femur fractures, author's own experience with indications of good points and faults of methods, possible difficulties and complications. Results and Conclusions. In most of our patients the result obtained was good or satisfying, what let us recommend alternative use of DHS system and Gamma nail in most tochanteric fractures of the hip, with special attention to Gamma nail in treatment of unstable fractures or complications of others methods of stabilisation.